Abbot Beyne School

Student case study

October
Activate task revisiting gradients in an applied context.

Maths
Student case study
This is the journey of a year 9 SEND
student using an iPad to support
learning of linear graphs.

Click to watch video

The student initially had diﬃculties in
calculating a gradient.

September
Explore task using graphing software on iPads to investigate
the eﬀects of the gradient and y-intercept on a graph.
October
Topic assessment. The student has shown great progress
in being able to communicate using standard notation.

Click to watch video
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November
Apply session during Maths Week England.
The class were given a brief to use graphing software to create
some artwork.
The student created a picture of a house using linear equations,
linear inequalities and limits. The student then started a picture
using quadratic inequalities.

February
An independent discovery of how to create a colour
gradient eﬀect.

February - May
Independently the student has continued to
work these projects.

Click to watch video

Click to watch video
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Student voice
How does working on an
iPad help you as a
mathematician?

How does having an iPad
support your communication in
school?

It really helps a lot as it
allows me to be creative and
problem solve. I like finding new
rules in graphs.

It really helps a lot. I can use it to
communicate when I am unable
to speak in lessons.

For this student, the iPad has been a major factor in their progress in maths.
Showbie is an excellent tool in meeting the student’s SEN needs as it allows the work to be streamlined and unlocked a task at
a time reducing cognitive load, stress and anxiety.
The student can feel anxious and overwhelmed during lesson time and will often be unable to speak when asked a question or
in front of peers. The iPad is a channel of communication which has been been essential for the student to communicate their
needs when they cannot do so physically. This allows for immediate action from the teacher and has opened up accessibility to
group work and communication with peers.
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